
Shares in the American streaming service and production company plunged
yesterday after the release of a disappointing set of Q1 results after market
close on Tuesday night. Netflix finished the session last night 35% lower. This
move brings the stock back down to $226.19 (now -62% YTD), its lowest level
since early 2018.
During the first quarter of the year Netflix ended its decade-long run of
subscriber growth, admitting that it is becoming "harder to grow membership"
in many markets. Investors were surprised to also hear that its number of
subscribers would likely drop by another 2 million during the current quarter,
down to roughly 219.6 million, after declining by 200,000 during Q1. Prior to
this announcement, markets had been expecting an increase of 2.6m. Rising
competition is a major reason for this slowdown, Netflix acknowledged the
impact it has seen from streaming services launched by Disney, Warner Bros,
and Paramount.
Q1 revenue came in 10% stronger to $7.87b, slightly below consensus
forecasts. Netflix EPS was higher at $3.53 versus expectations for just $2.89.
"The large number of households sharing accounts - combined with
competition, is creating revenue growth headwinds. The big Covid boost to
streaming obscured the picture until recently" the firm said in a statement.
We note that the Netflix results soured sentiment towards the streaming
industry yesterday, with Disney down 5.6%, Roku down 6.2%, and Spotify
down nearly 11% on the day.
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Market Moves

Equities: Markets are roughly 1% stronger in Europe on Thursday
morning, moving higher so far this week despite no sign of a slowdown
in fighting in Ukraine. Russia is now focusing on overrunning the
Donbas region in the east of the country, a campaign that the West
anticipates will last many months.
Market participants in Europe will also be waiting for France's Sunday
election vote. This is set to decide the path of the Eurozone's second-
largest economy for the next five years.
Investors in the United States continue to monitor a steady stream of
corporate earnings this week, against a backdrop of elevated inflation
and the prospect of even faster Fed tightening. VIX is lower so far this
week, at $19.95 on Thursday morning.
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Safe-havens: Sovereign bond yields across the board took a break yesterday
from their recent surge higher. In the States, the 10yr shed 10 basis points on
Wednesday to pull back to 2.8%, albeit still over 50bp higher in April alone. 
On this side of the Atlantic, yields pulled back slightly but for the most-part are
already nearly back at multi-year highs this morning, after hawkish ECB
comments. German 10yr at 0.91%, French 10yr at 1.37%.

Looking ahead: Later today we are due to get first-quarter results from the
likes of AT&T, Philip Morris, and American Airlines. Then Verizon, American
Express, SAP, Schlumberger, and Newmont will round off the week with
releases tomorrow. Next week will be important for earnings: with releases
due from Apple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Visa, ExxonMobil,
Samsung, MasterCard, Chevron, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Merck, Boeing,
AstraZeneca, and many more.
Data will be quiet throughout the day today, we will however be hearing from
the heads of the Fed, ECB, and BOE this evening, as they each speak at an
event in the US. Tomorrow we will get April Services and Manufacturing PMI
readings out of the Eurozone, UK, and US.

Currencies: EUR/USD has bounced over the past couple of days to
back above 1.09. We have seen yet another ECB official indicate that the
central bank could possibly increase rates as soon as July with inflation
running at record levels in the EU. 
This has helped boost the common currency, which is still down almost
4% YTD vs the Dollar, and 0.5% vs Sterling.

Tesla
The world's largest car-maker by market cap (in excess of $1 trillion) beat Wall
Street expectations last night with its quarterly release, as higher prices
helped insulate Tesla from supply chain problems and increasing costs.
Revenue for the three-month period was $18.8 billion compared to forecasts
for $17.8b, and was up 81% y/y. EPS came in at £3.22, well ahead of analysts'
forecasts for $2.26. In addition, EBITDA per vehicle delivered jumped by over
60% to $16,203 when compared with Q1 of 2021.
Tesla stated that it has lost roughly one month's worth of build volume out of
its Shanghai factory due to Covid lockdowns. Production here has since
resumed at limited levels, which will impact total build and delivery volumes in
Q2. Elon Musk expects Tesla's total production in the current quarter to be
similar to that of Q1.


